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Abstract An algorithm for the estimation of root zone soil
moisture is presented. Global fields of the soil moisture
within the uppermost metre of soil are derived with a
temporal resolution of 10 days. For calibration, long-term
soil moisture observations from the former Soviet Union
are used. The variance of the measurements is largely
dominated by the spatial variability of the long-term mean
soil moisture, while the temporal variability gives compar-
atively small contribution. Consequently, the algorithm is
organised into two steps. The first step concentrates on the
retrieval of the spatial variance of the long-term means,
which comprises more than 85% of the total soil moisture
variability. A major part of the spatial variance can be
explained by four easily available fields: the climatological
precipitation, land use, soil texture, and terrain slope. The
second step of the algorithm is dedicated to the local
temporal variability. This part of variability is recovered by
using passive microwave data from scanning multichannel
microwave radiometre (SMMR) supported by monthly
averaged fields of air temperature and precipitation. The
6-GHz channel of SMMR is shown to be severely disturbed
by radio frequency interference, so that information from
the 10-GHz channel is used instead. The algorithm provides
reasonable soil moisture fields which is confirmed by a
comparison with independent measurements from Illinois.

1 Introduction

Soil moisture acts as a kind of memory for the weather of the
past weeks. Wet soils are able to maintain an increased

evaporation over several days despite lacking precipitation.
There is no doubt that soil moisture plays an important role
within the complex interactions between the different compo-
nents of the climate system on almost all scales (Dirmeyer et
al. 1999), (Douville 2002). The adequate treatment of soil
moisture is, therefore, crucial for any climate modelling
(Viterbo and Betts 1999). However, area-covering measure-
ments of soil moisture appropriate for assimilation or model
validation are not available. In this respect, microwave
measurements from satellite can be useful (Jackson et al.
1982), but reliable retrieval algorithms for soil moisture have
been derived so far only for semiarid regions where the
disturbing signal from the vegetation remains small (Drusch
et al. 2004). Further limitations for microwave satellite data
are caused by their small penetration depth which allows to
detect soil moisture only within the uppermost centimetres of
the soil. Information from the underneath soil is only
indirectly attainable (Wagner et al. 1999). However, for
hydrological purposes the soil moisture within a consider-
ably thicker layer, typically, the uppermost metre of soil is of
much higher interest. Thus, supplementary data is required in
addition to satellite measurements.

In this paper, a pure statistical approach is suggested to
derive the root zone soil moisture on the continental scale.
Operational soil moisture measurements have had a long
tradition in the former Soviet Union, so that long time
series are available mainly from this region. We will use
such observations as literal ground truth. Our aim is a
statistical algorithm, which is able to explain a maximum of
the observed soil moisture variability. Consequently, the
first step is to analyse the variance of the observations
(Section 3). This analysis of variance will identify
candidates suitable to serve as input parameters for the soil
moisture estimation.

Although the soil moisture within a deeper soil layer will
be retrieved, the microwave emission will contribute useful
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information. The most promising microwave frequency is
the L-band, where the disturbance through vegetation and
atmosphere remains small. Measurements from space at
such low frequencies (1–2 GHz) will, however, not be
available before 2006 (Kerr et al. 2001). C-band measure-
ments have a lower potential for soil moisture detection, but
they are available again through advanced microwave
scanning radiometer earth observing system (AMSR-E)
since the launch of the Aqua satellite in 2002. AMSR has
closed a data gap in C-band measurements existing since
the termination of the scanning multichannel microwave
radiometer (SMMR) mission in 1987. The historical
SMMR data is so far the only available long-term C-band
time series. Moreover, it covers large parts of the existing
soil moisture data sets gathered in the former Soviet Union.
Therefore, SMMR data is a prominent candidate to test the
capability of microwave measurements for soil moisture
retrievals in general and evaluate their use especially for
deep layer soil moisture.

Unfortunately, the lowest and most suitable frequency
available from SMMR (6.6 GHz) is strongly influenced by
radio frequency interference (RFI). This disturbing noise
stems from various emitters of our technical society and is

difficult to eliminate. Even for the historical SMMR, it
turns out that at least Europe is completely contaminated by
RFI. Therefore, a part of the next section is dedicated to the
RFI problem with SMMR data, where the degree of
contamination of the 6.6-GHz channel is discussed. As a
consequence, the next higher frequency, i.e., the 10.7-GHz
channel, is used as a substitute.

2 Data

Two data sets of soil moisture are used in this study; both are
available from the Global Soil Moisture Data Bank (Robock
et al. 2000). The first set stems from the former Soviet Union
and is used here to derive a soil moisture algorithm. The
second set consists of measurement from Illinois, USA
(Hollinger and Isard 1994) and is used as independent data
set to verify the skill of the derived algorithm. For both data
sets, the location of stations is given in Fig. 1. A more
detailed map for the Illinois data is given in Fig. 10a.

The Russian data is compiled by Vinnikov and Yeserkepova
(1991) and covers a broad spectrum of climate zones ranging
from the Asian subtropical deserts to the Arctic tundra. The

Fig. 1 Locations of the soil moisture stations plus the retrieved long-
time mean soil moisture. Fifty stations in the former Soviet Union are
used as calibration (large crosses); at 19 stations in Illinois (USA), the

derived algorithm is tested (small crosses). The shading gives the
long-time mean soil moisture as it results from a global application of
the soil moisture algorithm
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data set comprises soil moisture measurements of the
uppermost metre of soil at 50 stations with natural vegetation.
The original data set contains only the plant available soil
moisture excluding that fraction of water corresponding to the
wilting level, but Vinnikov and Yeserkepova (1991) provided
also the wilting levels for each of the 50 stations. An updated
version of this information available via the Global Soil
Moisture Data Bank is used to reconstruct the entire amount
of soil moisture content. The data set contains measurements
taken each 10 days during the period 1952 to 1985. Only a
few stations are reporting in the early years, however,
reducing the potential data volume from about 50,000 to
17,748. We further restricted our calculations to the period
1979 to 1985, in which all additional supplementary data sets
used later are available. Seven thousand nine observations
referring to 10-day time slots at 48 stations are the basis of our
algorithm.

In the following, the six data sets are described, which
are used to explain the observed soil moisture variance in
our retrieval algorithm. These are precipitation, soil texture,
terrain slope, land use, air temperature, and the 10-GHz
brightness temperature from SMMR.

The most important input parameter is precipitation. We
use data from Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP; Adler et al. 2003) providing the global distribution
of monthly mean precipitation on a resolution of 2.5° in
latitude and longitude. The GPCP product is a combined
satellite ground-based data set covering the period from
1979 to the present.

Information about soil texture and slope is based on the
soil map of the world, produced in 12 volumes by the Food
and Agriculture Organisation (FAO 1970–1978) between
1970 and 1978. Zobler (1986) digitised these maps into a
gridded format on 1° resolution. Soil texture is given in five
classes from loamy sand to clay loam, plus an additional
class for organic soils. The terrain slope is given as average
nondirectional slope within an area of 1° by 1°, which is
reconstructed from the fractional coverage of three original
classes of steepness.

The land cover is another important parameter for soil
moisture retrievals, which is taken from the University of
Maryland's (UMD) 1-km global land cover data set
(Hansen et al. 2000). Using mainly the vegetation density
as discrimination variable, it is produced by the University
of Maryland and is based on measurements of advanced
very high resolution radiometre). On a spatial resolution of
1 km, the vegetation type is given in 12 classes with
decreasing vegetation density from evergreen forest to bare
ground plus an additional class for urban areas.

Furthermore, monthly mean air temperature fields are
exploited for our algorithm. We use the 2-m air temperature
(Willmott and Robeson 1995), derived by a climatologically
aided interpolation of observations from weather stations.

As sixth and last input information, SMMR data is used.
The passive microwave emission from the earth's surface
has been measured by SMMR from October 1978 to
August 1987. We use it in equal-area scalable earth
(EASE)-grid format (Knowles et al. 2002) providing near-
global brightness temperatures on a nominal spatial
resolution of 25 km for all frequencies. The true resolution
is, however, considerably lower especially for the two
lowest frequencies (6.6 and 10.7 GHz). These channels
have an original footprint resolution of 148 km by 95 km
and 91 km by 59 km, respectively.

As mentioned in the introduction, the 6.6-GHz channel
of SMMR is severely disturbed by Radio Frequency
Interference. This becomes evident by the inspection of
the long-time mean brightness temperatures of this channel,
averaged over the entire mission period covering 9 years
(see Fig. 2 for horizontal polarisation). In Central Europe,
brightness temperatures of more than 300 K prevail
considerably exceeding a reasonable estimate for the annual
mean surface temperature. One pixel in eastern France is
examined in more detail (Fig. 3a). Until 1981, a clear
annual cycle is observed, following basically the changes in
surface temperature during the year. Such behaviour is
expected, indicating reasonable brightness temperatures
during the first 3 years of operation of SMMR. Starting
around 1981, the signal is completely disturbed by RFI
remaining throughout the years at temperatures of about
300 K. The broad regions of Russia do not show such
evident increase in the mean temperature. Nevertheless, the
signal is not always reliable. We tested four locations
between Belogorka, near St. Petersburg, and Tura in
Central Siberia, concerning their temporal course of the
brightness temperature at 6.6 GHz (Fig. 4). In Siberia, the
scatter is low (Fig. 4a), but scatter increases westward from
station to station and reaches maximum values near St.
Petersburg (Fig. 4d). In the vicinity of such a metropolis,
the interfering signals are obviously very strong. But also at
the Belarusian station Sharkovshchina considerable scatter
is already apparent, which makes the use of this data
generally questionable. Although or just because the RFI
scatter in rural areas is not striking, it would be difficult to
eliminate it. Consequently, we abstained completely from
using the 6.6-GHz channel. Fortunately, the 10.7-GHz
channel is much less influenced (Fig. 3b) so that it can be
used as a substitute.

3 Analysis of soil moisture variance

The Russian soil moisture data set compiled by Vinnikov
and Yeserkepova (1991) serves as calibration for the
retrieval algorithm. First, the soil moisture variance of this
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Fig. 2 Long-time mean brightness temperature for 6-GHz horizontal polarisation, averaged over the entire lifetime of SMMR from 1978 to 1987

a b

Fig. 3 a Time series of brightness temperature for 6 GHz, horizontal polarisation, at Cluny in eastern France. Crosses give daytime
measurements, dashes night time measurements. b As Fig. 3a, but for 10 GHz
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data set is analysed according to the technique suggested by
Lindau (2003). The underlying idea is that the total
variance of a sample can be decomposed into an external
and an internal part. For example, the variance of a
multiyear time series with daily resolution can be decom-
posed into the variance of monthly means (the external
part) and the mean variance of daily observations within the
months (the internal part).

In this manner, we performed the separation of variance
by subdividing the complete sample into several subsam-
ples. The variance of subsample means constitutes the
external variance. The remaining internal variance of the
whole data set is equal to the weighted mean variance of
the subsamples. By performing three different kinds of
subdivision, the spatial variance of the long-term means,

the variance of the mean annual cycle, and the interannual
variability are separated.

In addition, the effects of sampling errors have to be
taken into account. For the decomposition into internal and
external variance, averages are computed, which are of
course not free of error due to the limited sample size, e.g.,
the external variance is overestimated due to errors when
estimating the subsample means. Assuming random errors,
this additional error variance is easy to determine since it
depends only on the internal variance and on the number of
observations. This error component can then be subtracted
from the seeming external variance yielding an estimate for
the true external variance. A forth and last component of
the variance accounts for the errors of the total mean.
However, this component remains small as several

a b

c d

Fig. 4 a As Fig. 3a, but for Tura in Central Siberia. b As Fig. 3a, but for Tyumen in West Siberia. c As Fig. 3a, but for Sharkovshchina in
Belarus. d As Fig. 3a, but for Belogorka, near St. Petersburg
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thousands of independent observations are considered. In
summary, the total variance is decomposed into four
components: error of the total mean Eq. 1a, apparent
external variance Eq. 1b, mean error of external means
Eq. 1c, and internal variance Eq. 1d:
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xki is the total mean. xki denotes the

ith individual value in the kth subsample. N is the number
of subsamples, and nk is the number of observations in the
kth subsample.

The subdivision of the entire data set is performed in
three different ways to separate the three sources of external
variance. Firstly, all measurements of a station constitute
one subsample resulting in 48 long-term means, one for
each station. In this case, the external variance describes the
spatial variance of the long-term mean soil moisture.
Secondly, one subsample contains all measurements for
one specific 10-day period of the year. The subsample mean
is now the spatial average soil moisture for a particular
10-day period of the year averaged over all 8 years. In this

case, the external variance comprises the mean annual cycle
of soil moisture. In the third kind of subdivision, all
measurements of one individual year are grouped together,
regardless of location and season, thus, the mean interan-
nual variability is obtained.

The entire data set (7,009 observations) has a total mean
of 179 mm water within the uppermost metre of soil. The
total variance is 10,682 mm2, corresponding to a standard
deviation of about 103 mm. The variance is now decom-
posed following the procedure outlined above (Table 1). The
first row of Table 1 gives the number of subsamples. In the
following four rows, the magnitudes of the above-defined
variance components (Eq. 1a, Eq. 1b, Eq. 1c, and Eq. 1d) are
shown. The true external variance is concluded by subtract-
ing term (Eq. 1c; the error of external means) from term (1b;
the seeming external variance), which is then expressed in
absolute values and relative to the total variance.

The relative external variance attains more than 85% when
it is defined as variance between long-term means at each
station, showing the strong dominance of spatial variability.
The annual cycle contains only 3% of the total variance, and
the interannual variability is another order of magnitude
smaller. This means that the knowledge of the long-term
mean soil moisture at each station is crucial to capture the
soil moisture variability in general. Thus, aiming at a soil
moisture algorithm, the first and most important step is to
explain this temporally constant variance. Therefore, we will
first concentrate on the retrieval of the long-time mean soil
moisture. For this purpose, temporally constant fields of
global climatological means are of prime importance. The
temporal variance will be included in a second step, when
the major part of the variance is already explained.

4 Derivation

We first tested several data sets concerning their spatial
correlation with the long-time mean soil moisture distribu-
tion given by the 48 stations in the former Soviet Union. As

Table 1 Decomposition of the observed soil moisture variance in square millimetre into the components given in Eqs. 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d

Interstation Annual cycle Interannual

Number of subsamples 48 36 8

Error of the total mean in mm2 2 2 2

Seeming external variance in mm2 9,133 388 39

Error variance of external means in mm2 10 51 12

Internal variance in mm2 1,558 10,343 10,654

True external variance in mm2 9,123 338 26

Relative external variance in % 85.40 3.16 0.25

The true external variance is obtained by subtracting the error variance of external means from the seeming external variance. The procedure is
applied three times to retrieve the variance contributions by the annual cycle, the interstation variability, and the interannual variability
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expected, a high correlation (correlation coefficient 0.766)
is found with the long-time mean precipitation field of
GPCP. A linear regression estimate explains, accordingly,
58.6% of the long-term spatial soil moisture variance.

In the following, the capability of further data sets is
tested to explain this remaining variance fraction. Three
additional data sets are successively included in a multiple
linear regression estimation (Table 2). The inclusion of soil
texture information increases the explained variance by
more than 10%, despite soil texture itself shows almost no
correlation with soil moisture. In contrast, the temporal
mean vegetation density explains 37.7% of the temporal
mean soil moisture variance, but adds only 3.8% due to the
correlation of vegetation density with mean precipitation
and soil texture. Although terrain slope adds only a small
amount of explained variance, it is included to avoid
unrealistic high soil moisture in mountainous regions. After
the inclusion of four data sets, no significant improvement
could be obtained by adding further information. We end up
with the following linear regression estimation:

SM0 ¼ 600R� 1:58 S þ 30:0 T � 15:8V�6:6 ð2Þ
where SM0 denotes the local climatological mean soil
moisture within the uppermost metre in millimetre. The
right-hand side variables denote the long-term mean annual
precipitation index R (see Eq. 3), the terrain slope S, the soil
texture T, and the vegetation class V, respectively. The slope
S is expressed in percentage, as given in the FAO raw data.
Also, the original soil texture classes T, spanning from 1 for
coarse soils over 5 for fine textures to 7 for organic soils,
are directly adopted, as well as the vegetation density
classification of UMD data reaching from 1 for tropical rain
forest to 12 for bare ground. Both variables, T and V, can be
regarded as monotone functions, so that it is possible to
include them into Eq. 2 as simple linear factors. Only the
values for precipitation are preprocessed before being used
in Eq. 2. The idea is that the storage capacity of a 1-m soil
layer is of course limited, while precipitation may ascend to
arbitrary high values without increasing soil moisture
further. Thus, we use a precipitation index based on an

exponential function damping the nominal increase for
extreme wet climates:

R ¼ 1� e�p=p0 ð3Þ
with p denoting the actual mean annual precipitation and p0
being a constant of 1,000 mm/a.

The coefficients in Eq. 2 indicate that a decrease of the
vegetation class will increase the mean soil moisture SM0.
This is plausible since low classes denote dense vegetation.
A two classes denser vegetation (e.g., from Open Scrubland
to Wooded Grassland) have the same effect as a one class
finer soil texture (from sandy loam to loam): Both increase
the estimated soil moisture by about 30 mm, corresponding
to 0.3 standard deviations of the Russian soil moisture data
used as calibration. For the same increase in soil moisture,
the terrain slope has to be levelled from 20% to 0%, or the
normalised precipitation R has to be increased by 0.2,
which corresponds to an intensification of mean rainfall
from, e.g., 500 to 900 mm/a.

With Eq. 2, we are able to estimate the long-term mean
soil moisture from four easily available fields with a linear
correlation coefficient of 0.854 for the dependent data set
(Fig. 5). A global application of this algorithm yields
reasonable results as shown in Fig. 1.

Although the major part of the total variance is explained
by Eq. 2, SM0 can only provide temporally constant soil
moisture at each station. By the second step, the temporal
variability is added. We used three temporally varying
parameters to estimate the temporal variance at each
station: the precipitation (again from GPCP), the air
temperature (Willmott and Robeson 1995), and the 10-
GHz, vertically polarised brightness temperature from
SMMR. A linear regression yields:

SM1 ¼ �1:32 t0 þ 21:52 rr00 � 1:341 tb10v þ 5:5 ð4Þ

where t′ denotes the anomaly against the long-time local
air temperature averaged over the last 3 months in K, rr''
is the anomaly against the long-term local annual cycle of
rainfall averaged over the past 2 months in millimetre per
month and tb10v, the vertically polarised brightness
temperature anomaly, given in K, from SMMR. The
averaging periods for air temperature and precipitation
are in good agreement with the time constants found for
soil moisture. Using Belarusian observations, Lindau et al.
(2002) determined the temporal correlation length of soil
moisture to be about 60 days. The averaging periods used
in Eq. 4 are not prescribed, but resulted empirically as the
optimal settings from different test runs. As the third
temporally varying parameter, the 10.7-GHz brightness
temperature from SMMR is used. They yield similar
information gain in both polarisations, thus, only one is
used.

Table 2 The explained variance (in percentage) of the climatological
1-m soil moisture for each of the four parameters used in Eq. 2

Separate Cumulative

Climatological rain 58.6 58.6

Soil texture 0.5 69.0

Vegetation density 37.7 72.8

Terrain slope 2.8 73.0

In the first column, the performance of the parameters is considered
separately. The second shows the successive increase of explained
variance as actually obtained by the algorithm
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The coefficients in Eq. 4 indicate that, during warm
seasons, soil moisture tends to decrease and that it increases
if rain occurred during the preceding 2 months. The fine
tuning is performed by the satellite data. According to the
physical properties of water, lower brightness temperatures

result from an increase in soil moisture, in accordance with
our negative regression coefficient.

By application of Eq. 4, a correlation of 0.609 is attained
for the temporal anomalies at each station (Fig. 6), which
seems to be weak at a first glance. But we have to keep in
mind that only the remaining part of the variance (about
15% of the total variance) is considered here, which
includes also nearly the complete error variance of the soil
moisture observations themselves. Hence, it is far more
difficult to explain a larger part of this variability. Table 3
shows the relative contributions of the three data sets used
to explain the temporal variability of soil moisture.
Brightness temperature anomaly contains most information
with 26.1%. Including all three information sources, a
percentage of 37.1 is attained, which corresponds to the
correlation coefficient of 0.609 as shown in Fig. 6.

By combining Eqs. 2 and 4, soil moisture can be derived
with a correlation of close to 0.8. About three quarters of
the spatial variance is explained in this way, as it is treated
explicitly in Eq. 2 (see Fig. 5). For the temporal variance,
the circumstances are more difficult since observation
errors, annual cycle, and interannual variability are lumped
together. To assess the performance of the algorithm in this
respect, we computed the mean monthly soil moisture for
the entire region and compared these 12 values to the
observations. As shown in Fig. 7, the mean annual cycle is
reproduced with an excellent correlation of 0.979. An
analogous procedure provides for the interannual variability
a value of 0.525.

5 Verification

In order to assess the algorithm's quality, it has to be
applied to independent data. Spread over Illinois, 19 soil
moisture stations operate since several decades. We
extracted measurements from the period 1981 to 1999 and
computed the long-time mean soil moisture in the upper-
most metre at each station. Such temporal averages are then
alternatively derived with our proposed retrieval algorithm
by using globally available information of the four
climatological parameters needed in Eq. 2. An excellent
agreement between algorithm and measurement is found.

Fig. 6 Local soil moisture anomaly against the long-time mean at
each station compared to the theoretical value SM1 as retrieved by the
second part of the retrieval, given in Eq. 4, which explains the
remaining temporal part of the variance

Table 3 As Table 2, but for the temporal variance, i.e., for each of the
three parameters used in Eq. 3, the explained variance of temporal soil
moisture anomaly is given separately and in cumulated values

Separate Cumulative

Brightness temperature anomaly 26.1 26.1

Air temperature anomaly 22.1 32.1

Precipitation anomaly 8.9 37.1

Fig. 5 Local long-time mean 1-m soil moisture as observed at 48
Russian stations (station numbers are plotted) compared to the
theoretical value SM0 as retrieved by the first part of the algorithm
given in Eq. 2
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The measured total mean of 330 mm is reproduced with a
deviation of only 4 mm (Fig. 8). The accomplished quality
control is quite an acid test since the algorithm is
transferred to another continent and into a climate region
with soil moistures much higher than those prevailing in the
former Soviet Union where the algorithm has been derived.

At first glance, however, the correlation between
measurements and retrieval appears rather low (0.235).
The explanation becomes obvious when we compare the
error variance of the algorithm with the variability covered
by the Illinois measurements. The error variance of the
algorithm appears as unexplained variance in Fig. 5,
according to:

se ¼ s
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� r2

p
ð5Þ

The error σe amounts to about 51 mm which is even
larger than the standard deviation of the Illinois data set
(46 mm, Fig. 8). Thus, on a continental scale all 19 stations
in Illinois are located in immediate mutual proximity, and
represent effectively only a single site. Hence, the detected
low correlation is a pure corollary of the limited spatial
coverage of the Illinois data. However, the good agreement
between the predicted and the observed total means lends
some prove to the skill of our algorithm.

In the next step, the temporal anomalies as measured at
each station in Illinois are compared to the corresponding
retrieval given by Eq. 4, where the anomalies of brightness
temperature at 10 Ghz, air temperature, and precipitation
are used. The correlation between measurements and
retrieval is 0.53 (Fig. 9). Thus, not much more than a
quarter of the measured temporal variance can be explained
by our algorithm. This appears to be a rather small fraction
if the algorithm shall be used as soil moisture retrieval.
However, even during the derivation of the algorithm with
Russian data, the correlation of temporal anomalies was not

Fig. 8 Independent comparison between the measured long-time
mean soil moisture from 19 stations in Illinois (station numbers are
plotted) and the theoretically derived value

Fig. 9 Local soil moisture anomaly of the retrieval compared to
corresponding measurements in Illinois. Twenty stations during 1981
to 1987 are considered

Fig. 7 Monthly means of 1-m soil moisture as they are observed
(thick line) and retrieved (thin line)
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higher than 0.609 (Fig. 6). Taking this into account, the
temporal correlation found in Illinois cannot be expected
much higher.

The reason for the generally low correlation between
retrieval and measurements is mainly caused by their
different spatial resolutions. The retrieval uses spatial
averages of the scale of about 100 km (mainly SMMR
observations, see Table 3) whereas the soil moisture
measurements are point observations. The mean variance
included in such wide areas is averaged out in the retrieval
data diminishing the maximum obtainable correlation. In
the following, we will estimate the amount of spatial
variability at a scale of 100 km by using the Illinois soil
moisture measurements.

First, the total variance of the Illinois data is calculated
on the basis of 10 daily means at each station. We consider
the period 1981 to 1999, thus, 12,996 observations (19
stations and 19 years with 36 10-day-periods) are possible
at the utmost. Six thousand nine hundred forty-three
observations are actually available showing a total variance
5,298 mm2. In the next step, the spatial average over all 19
stations in Illinois is calculated for each 10-day-period. The
variance of such spatial means is reduced to 2,068 mm2,
corresponding to 39% of the total variance. The missing
variance is a measure for the mean spatial variability of soil
moisture within an area of the size of Illinois. (Compare
Eqs. 1b and 1d, neglecting term Eq. 1a, the error of the total
mean, and term Eq. 1c, the error of Illinois-wide means).
As the entire area of Illinois is surely larger than the
resolution of SMMR, we reduced the spatial averaging by
forming three spatial clusters instead of only one for the
entire Illinois (Fig. 10b). As result, the reduction of

variance is smaller (48%), because the spatial averaging is
decreased from about 400 to about 200 km. Finally, we
divided Illinois, according to Fig. 10c, into five subsamples
with a spatial scale of about 100 km. In this third case, the
reduction of variance is equal to 64%. A further enhance-
ment of resolution is not possible because distances
between the stations are too large. Although the nominal
pixel size of SMMR (91 km by 59 km for the 10.7-GHz
channel) is not attainable, and the 100-km or even the 200-
km resolution in Table 4 can be treated as effective SMMR
resolution. The effective resolution is larger than the
nominal pixel size, because only half of the information is
coming from inside of the nominal pixel boundary (Lindau
and Ruprecht 2000), when a Gaussian antenna pattern is
supposed.

What will be the effect of the above-estimated variance
reduction on the correlation between high resolution data from
soil moisture stations and area averages from satellite? Point
measurements represent the pixel mean with an error variance
equal to the variance occurring within the pixels. Thus, the

Table 4 Soil moisture from 20 Illinois stations is averaged spatially to
simulate the pixel averages from satellites

Number of
subsamples

Spatial scale of the
subsamples in km

Remaining variance
fraction f

1 400 0.39

3 200 0.48

5 100 0.64

The results of three experiments (Fig. 10) with different resolutions
are shown

a b c

Fig. 10 Locations of the Illinois station. b, c show how stations are clustered to simulate spatial averaging of satellite footprint
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correlation is reduced by the factor rmax ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

sex
2

sex
2þs in

2

q
, where

σex
2 and σin

2 denote the pixel internal and external
variance, respectively. This means that the maximum
explainable variance rmax

2 is equal to the reduction factor f
given in Table 4. For SMMR observations, a reduction factor
between 0.48 and 0.64 can be assumed, thus, a maximum
correlation between 0.69 and 0.8 is reachable. Taking these
limits into account, the correlations attained during deriva-
tion (0.609, see Fig. 6) and verification (0.530, see Fig. 9)
appear more encouraging.

As some principle doubts may exist about the usefulness of
passive microwave observations for the determination of soil
moisture, we test in following the correlation between Illinois
ground measurements and pure microwave observations. We
averaged both datasets over the entire Illinois area, to make
sure that their resolution is definitely comparable. Figure 11a
shows the result for soil moisture in the uppermost metre, the
parameter used throughout this study. The correlation of
−0.675 proves that microwave observations are indeed useful
to retrieve soil moisture, even for such thick soil layers. A
reduction of soil layer to the uppermost 10 cm increases the
correlation to −0.81 (Fig. 11b)

6 Results

Figure 1 showed already the global distribution of the long-
term mean soil moisture as retrieved by our algorithm. The
pattern is dominated by the climatological rainfall, accord-
ing to the strong correlation found between precipitation
and soil moisture in the calibration data sets. This
temporally constant field calculated from Eq. 2 is modified
for each 10-day period by Eq. 4. To illustrate this approach,
we computed both components for Northern and Central
Europe. The climatological mean soil moisture, as derived
by our algorithm, is given in Fig. 12. Wet soils containing
about 350 mm within the uppermost metre are found in the
Middle European forests and in Northern Finland, where
peaty soils are able to store large amounts of water. Low
climatological soil moisture prevails from Poland to the
Black Sea and in the mountain regions, close to the North
Cape. Figure 13a–d gives some examples for the temporal
modulation of this basic field. The most striking feature is
the annual cycle with wet soils in winter and low soil
moisture at the end of the summer season. This general
pattern is modified by deviations obviously triggered by
local rain events.

7 Comparison to existing soil moisture data sets

The above-presented soil moisture retrieval from SMMR is
in the following compared to two other soil moisture data

sets. Dirmeyer et al. (2004) performed an intercomparison
between eight global soil moisture data sets. Two of them
are used in this study, one satellite-based and one model-
based: The first is derived from active microwave measure-
ments of the two European remote sensing (ERS) satellites,
ERS-1 and ERS-2 (Wagner et al. 1999). The second data
set is developed by the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) of
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP; Fan

a

b

Fig. 11 Comparison of 10-daily Illinois-wide means of brightness
temperature with corresponding soil moisture measurements within
the uppermost metre (left) and within the uppermost 10 cm (right)
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and Van den Dool 2004) and is based on an algorithm of
Huang et al. (1996).

A straightforward comparison is not possible, as the
three data sets cover different time periods, differ in time
and space resolution, and contain particularly different
measures of soil moisture. The SMMR data is available for
the period 1979 to 1987, when the SMMR satellite was in
orbit. Soil moisture is derived on a half degree geographical

grid with a temporal resolution of 10 days. Soil moisture is
given in millimetre within the uppermost metre of soil.
NCEP/CPC data is available from 1948 to present, also on
a half degree grid, but with monthly resolution. As
for SMMR, NCEP/CPC measures the soil moisture in

Fig. 12 Long-time mean 1-m
soil moisture for Northern and
Central Europe as retrieved by
the first part of the algorithm
Eq. 2

Fig. 13 Examples for the temporal anomalies of soil moisture, as
retrieved by Eq. 4

b
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millimetre water content, but the model soil layer is thicker,
160 cm. ERS data cover the period from 1992 to 2000. It is
derived on an irregularly grid of about 28 km in space with
a temporal resolution of 10 days. But its severest difference
to the two other data sets is that soil moisture is given in
Soil–Water Index (SWI). SWI is defined as a dimensionless
value between 0, representing the wilting point, and 1,
representing the field capacity. Wilting point, on the one
hand, is reached, when plants are unable to take water up
from soil. Wilting point is not equal to the complete dryness
of soil, although plants develop an enormous pressure
potential to pump water upward. Field capacity, on the
other hand, is defined as the amount of water, which the
soil can hold in its pores against the gravity. This amount is
obviously smaller than the total volume of pores, which is
often referred to as porosity of soil.

The maximum soil moisture for each grid box in NCEP/
CPC data is set to 760 mm, resulting from spatial constant
porosity (0.475) and soil depth (160 cm). For ERS data, the
maximum SWI is 100% denoting the reached field capacity,
which is smaller than porosity and differs additionally in
space due to different soil properties. Therefore, a conver-
sion of SWI into soil water content is problematical.

However, following Dirmeyer et al. (2004)), we converted
the dimensionless SWI into soil–water column by multi-
plying with 760 mm, the maximum soil moisture in NCEP/
CPC data. For the intercomparison, SMMR soil moisture is
not additionally scaled as it is already given in millimetre.
However, the different soil depths (1.0 and 1.6 m) should
be kept in mind.

To overcome the different spatial resolution, individual ERS
estimates within the same half degree grid box are averaged.

The comparison between the three soil moisture data sets
is performed in two steps. First, the multiyear averages are
examined. Figure 14 shows the NCEP/CPC estimate for the
period 1979 to 1987. The corresponding map for SMMR
data is given in Fig. 1. From both sources, similar soil
moisture pattern results, reflecting the global climate zones.
Wettest soils are found in the tropics; in deserts, complete
desiccation is attained. For such extreme climate, SMMR
data show even negative values. For the practical use, we
recommend to set these values to zero. However, in this
study, we left negative values unchanged to assess their
impact. For this reason, the difference between NCEP/CPC
and SMMR (Fig. 15) shows positive values in the Sahara,
although NCEP/CPC wetness is near zero in this region.

Fig. 14 Mean soil moisture from NCEP/CPC for the period 1979 to 1987
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NCEP/CPC is much wetter soil in mountainous region,
most striking in the Himalayas, but also in Rockies and
Andes, where the slope factor in Eq. 2 reduces unrealistic
high soil moisture in SMMR data. Despite the deeper soil
layer in the model, soil moisture is lower in Brazil, the
western strongly monsoon influenced part of India and in
the transition zone, from Sahara to Equatorial Africa, where
slight pattern shifts may cause strong mismatches due to the
sharp moisture gradients in this region. However, the
overall agreement between NCEP/CPC and SMMR is high,
which is demonstrated in Fig. 16. About 58,000 half degree
grid boxes are available, where both, NCEP/CPC and
SMMR, provide data. The correlation between the two soil
moisture estimates is higher than 0.9. The two standard
deviations (164 and 182 mm) are comparable; the positive
bias of NCEP/CPC is explainable due to the deeper soil
layer in the model.

Multiyear soil–water index as retrieved by ERS satellites
are shown in Fig. 17. Gaps occur over tropical forests,
frozen ground, and sandy deserts, where no retrieval is
possible. We calculated the multiyear average only for grid
boxes with at least hundred 10-day estimates. ERS shows
wettest regions in the boreal forests of the northern

Fig. 16 Comparison of the temporal mean soil moisture within half-
degree boxes as provided by NCEP/CPC (Fig. 14) and from the
presented algorithm (Fig. 1)

Fig. 15 Difference between the multiyear mean soil moisture from NCEP/CPC (Fig. 14) and that from the presented algorithm (Fig. 1)
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Fig. 19 Temporal evolution of soil moisture for a half-degree grid
box near Berlin as given by NCEP/CPC and SMMR

Fig. 18 As Fig. 16, but comparing ERS with NCEP/CPC for the
period 1992 to 2000

Fig. 17 Mean soil–water index (SWI) from ERS for the period 1992 to 2000
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hemisphere. This behaviour may be caused by signal noise
due to continuous snow covers in cold climates and dense
vegetation in warm climates. Due to these difficulties of
microwave satellites, the presented SMMR algorithm uses
independent data to determine the multiyear mean and
exploits the satellite signal only for the local anomalies.

Since ERS data cover a different period (1992–2000), its
multiyear mean is not directly comparable to those from
SMMR, or to NCEP/CPC as shown in Fig. 11. However,

model data is available for any year since 1948 so that an
exact comparison is possible (Fig. 18). Most striking feature
is the very low agreement between NCEP/CPC and ERS
data. The correlation is as low as 0.435. The overall mean is
higher for ERS (357 mm) than for NCEP/CPC (273 mm).
But this bias should not be over interpreted. We discussed
already that the first data set varies between wilting point and
field capacity, whereas the second ranges between absolute
dryness and porosity.

Fig. 20 Map of the correlation
coefficients between NCEP/
CPC and SMMR soil moisture
for the period 1979 to
1987. Values are calculated
analogously to the example
shown in Fig. 19
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In the following, the temporal variation at certain
locations is analysed. We restrict the comparison to
NCEP/CPC, because the observation periods of SMMR
and ERS do not overlap. In Fig. 19, the temporal evolution
of soil moisture for a grid box located north of Berlin is
given as an example. NCEP/CPC soil moisture is
generally higher and shows higher variability. However,
the tendency of dry summers and wet winters is reflected
by both data sets. Aside from the wet bias (55 mm) of the
model data caused by different soil thicknesses, the

agreement is rather good. The correlation coefficient of
the two time series is 0.652.

Such comparisons of soil moisture time series from
NCEP/CPC and SMMR for the period 1979 to 1987 are
performed for several thousands of half degree grid boxes
in Europe. The correlation coefficient for each grid box is
given in Fig. 20. It shows that the Berlin example (Fig. 19)
was not only a lucky shot. Correlations of about 0.6 prevail
all over Europe. In some regions, e.g., around the Adriatic
Sea, in the Netherlands, South Sweden, Finland, and the

Fig. 21 As Fig. 20, but for the
mean bias between NCEP/CPC
and SMMR
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Baltic states, even correlations of 0.8 are found. Lowest
correlations are found in Middle Eastern Europe over the
forests of Carpathians and Tatra. The low correlations
occurring at the northern part of Baltic coast are not
surprising, because the microwave signal used in the
SMMR algorithm is disturbed by sea ice. In Fig. 21, the
bias for each grid box in Europe is given, although a direct
comparison of absolute soil moisture from satellite and
model is difficult.

8 Conclusion

We presented an algorithm, which is able to provide global
fields of soil moisture within the uppermost metre in a
temporal resolution of 10 days. A statistical approach is
used, which is based on an analysis of the measured soil
moisture variability. The soil moisture variance observed at
48 stations in the former Soviet Union is decomposed into
three parts, the interstational variance, the annual cycle, and
the interannual variability. It is shown that the major part of
soil moisture variance originates from spatial differences
between long-time means. Consequently, a two-step algo-
rithm is suggested, which explains at first this temporally
constant soil moisture field. Our algorithm is capable to
reproduce this variance to a large extend by using easily
available data, i.e., precipitation, vegetation density, soil
texture, and terrain slope. In a second step, the temporal
variance is explained by the microwave emission from
SMMR, plus ancillary data (prevailing air temperature and
precipitation during the past 3 and 2 months, respectively).
The retrieved annual cycle is found to be in good agreement
with the measurements. Moreover, independent soil mois-
ture measurements from Illinois confirm the quality of the
presented retrieval algorithm.

By using SMMR data, we demonstrated the usefulness
of passive microwave satellite data for soil moisture
retrievals, although ancillary data such as precipitation is
indispensable. Moreover, it turned out that the C-band
channel even of the historical SMMR data is severely
disturbed by radio frequency interference, so that the 10-
GHz channel is used instead. For future applications of
the algorithm, AMSR measurements are available to
replace the microwave information from SMMR. How-
ever, a careful review of the data concerning RFI is
needed first.

Comparison to NCEP/CPC data show good agreement in
both the multiyear mean global soil moisture pattern and
the temporal variability at fixed grid boxes. A second
comparison with ERS data was only indirectly possible,
because the operating periods of SMMR and ERS do not
overlap. However, the comparison of multiyear mean
pattern from ERS shows low agreement with the two

others. The difference can be explained as ERS data gives
soil wetness in terms of SWI, which is difficult to compare
with absolute soil water columns, and the parameter soil
wetness is expressed in NCEP/CPC and the here-presented
SMMR data.
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